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While the above problem lies in the realm of differential geometry in the large, its solution comes via differential topology by studying deformations of normal vector fields on a closed smooth manifold M m in R m+l . Detailed proofs may be found in [9] , while a leisurely exposition of the converse to the Four Vertex Theorem appears in [lO]. I am indebted to Eugenio Calabi, Jerry Kazdan and Frank Warner for many helpful conversations, and particularly to Warner for introducing me to the problem in the first place and for pointing out its relation to the study of normal vector fields on spheres. In return, these preassigned curvatures are realized not by arbitrary embeddings of S m into R m+1 t but by inverses of Gauss maps, and one also gets a corresponding uniqueness theorem up to parallel translations. The reader can find an historical survey of this problem in [9] ; the original sources are Minkowski [13] 
at the point G(p) is K(p) for allpGS™.
Although the language is different, the content of Theorem III is substantially that of Theorem II, with two exceptions: we do not know whether the Gauss "map" y : M m -»5 W is a homeomorphism, and even if so, we cannot predict the smoothness of G from that of K. It follows from [7] , however, that if 7 is a homeomorphism then M m is smooth of class C 1 . 
Deformations of normal vector fields. Let

ƒ (p)N(hp) to M at h(p). Writing ƒ (p)N(hp) -fk~l(hp)N(hp) i we see that h moves the normal vector field f(p)N(p) to the normal vector field g(p)N(p), where g-fh~l.
Under these circumstances, we say that the two normal vector fields on M are deformations of one another.
The integral of a given normal vector field f(p)N(p) on M is the vector fi£f(p)N(p)
dA in R m+l , which is generally nonzero, and we wish to deform the vector field so as to make its integral over M vanish. These transition arguments are all trivial, so the real problem is to prove Theorems A and B.
I97IJ THE GENERALIZED MINKOWSKI PROBLEM
3. The idea behind the proofs of Theorems A and B. The proofs of Theorems A and B are fairly long, but the idea behind them is easily described by analogy with the usual topological proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra [8, 
